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“Gently Awakened converts the hearts of readers as it covers
deep terrain of faith, theology, salvation, beauty, and creativity
in an engaging and personal manner. This is a book that
needed to be written and should be widely read.” —Marisa
Martin, columnist, World Net Daily
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Do you dare risk
unreservedly combining your
Christian faith with your
creativity? Could you be
assured of thriving in the arts,
or does that sound
outrageously improbable?
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Creativity is like an unwrapped gift from God. Its contents are
mysterious, begging for action. The benevolent Giver eagerly
awaits a response. Yet it is often tossed aside after merely
removing the outer wrapping. Too many Christians abandon
their creativity, as if they were the hapless recipients of a toy
with incomprehensible instructions. They walk away from their
destiny— perhaps their very reason for being gifted in such a
time as this. They remain oblivious of their God-authored
potential, empowered by faith, to uniquely express the many
nuances of their journey with Jesus.
Sara Joseph, an artist in paint, clay and verse, testifies to God’s
infinite interest in every aspect of her creative enterprise. What
she discovered may surprise you. In Gently Awakened, she
employs prose, verse, and art to attest to God's faithfulness to
the artist. Far from empty theories, these lessons, forged in the
paint-splattered laboratory of her own life, bring clarity to the
practical considerations of living out the unique call of a
creative Christian.
Such a story could be yours to live, in partnership with your
Creator.
“May you be inspired to weave your own powerful testimony
either in words, art, or your very life itself. Mull over my story
and then swirl it into the palette of your own life, with its unique
and dynamic colors. None of us have all the answers, but we
know the One who does.” – Sara Joseph, artist and author
Sara Joseph’s story will inspire you to become fully creative and
alive in Him. Regardless of the unexpected twists and turns of
that journey, you may be assured of His impeccable care!
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Sara Joseph, co-owner of Artists' Showplace Gallery in Dallas,
Texas, is a painter and sculptor. Her artworks, created in multiple
media, are in numerous corporate and private collections around
the world.
Born in India, her early art training exposed her to the artistic
traditions and rigor of the East. She immigrated to the United
States with her husband, Jacob, and raised two sons, Johann and
Reuben. A resident of Fort Worth, Texas, she is the web author of
Christian Artist Resource, an online resource for Christian artists
internationally, as well as a changing gallery of contemporary
Christian art.
Sara has a BFA from Stella Maris College, Chennai, India. Her early
training was in watercolor, in the restrained style of the East, where every stroke was in deliberate,
transparent color. That restraint followed her for years, even though she was exposed to freer expression
in watercolor at the Rhode Island School of Design. Transparent washes of luminous watercolor
fascinated her for a long time, as she honed her ability to capture the world around her, without any
thought to content, or meaning.
When Sara dug her fingers into moist terra cotta clay, she was captivated with this new dimension of
exploration. For six years she worked in earthenware and terra cotta, grappling with the challenges of
figurative sculpting using live models. Making the transition to her current favorite medium of polymer
clay was almost seamless. Polymer clay affords the opportunity to work in color and yet build in three
dimensions. Sara Joseph wields the clay like paint, then throws in the surprise of depth, by building up
and out of the support, creating colorful relief sculptures.
"Regardless of the medium I use," she says, "if the content is without meaning, I feel I've missed an
opportunity that I may never get again." So with conscious intent, Sara works at translating all the
events, impressions and understanding of her human experience into multiple media to best express the
story that she has only one lifetime to tell.
She is passionate about encouraging others to boldly trust God with their artistic aspirations, availing of
every opportunity to speak to young, hesitant Christian artists, as well as to those skilled and
experienced.
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Q. Gently Awakened is an unexpected combination of memoir, art and lessons of faith. What
compelled you to write it?
A: I guess the question in my case should be "Who compelled me to write it?" The book is in response
to what I've come to recognize as the unmistakable nudge of the Lord. I never tire of hearing
testimonies of what Jesus accomplishes in lives yielded to Him. I collect such stories, diverse in their
character, setting and plots, yet triumphantly
!
consistent in their notes of victory, marveling at
their power to touch my life even when their
authors have long since stepped over into eternity.
That my story should be so written was at His
bidding. While living it, I had grown accustomed
to what I considered its ordinariness, even while
delighting in the Lord's faithfulness in all the twists
and turns of my own story. However, I kept
hearing concerns voiced by many Christian artists.
They wrote to me privately through the Christian
Artist Resource website, heartfelt accounts of tests
and trials. I couldn't help but think, "I understand
that. I've experienced it and know that Jesus can
more than handle that." That is the story I tell.
Contemporary artists and creative people need to know that Jesus is every bit as marvelously sufficient
for today's creative challenges as He was for all that Paul, Luke or anyone else in the Bible encountered.

!
Q. "Fine Arts" in Christian circles refers mostly to the creation and practice of worship music. Why has
the poet, the writer, the sculptor, the painter or innumerable other forms of creative expression been
excluded?
A: That is a complex question without a pat answer. Part of the reason may be our collective ignorance
of all that creativity can, and should, be in union with Christ. We narrow it down to what we can grasp
– for generations we've regarded church as the venue for worship, so creatively exploring worship
music is enthusiastically approved. However, Jesus' command to be witnesses encompasses all of our
lives far beyond the walls of our local church. Fully employing whatever means He has placed in our
hands, in union with Him, can open up vast arenas of unexplored creative possibilities, the power of
which we will never know, until we step out in faith and experience it ourselves. Like every aspect of
the walk of faith, we must purpose to take that step. Unless each of us who delights in being creative
embarks with Jesus on his, or her, unique journey in various media, whether it be poetry, gardening or
painting, we will never experience all that He may have for us as creative Christians.
Sara Joseph
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I've learned that looking for approval from the church, or anywhere else, for embarking on just such a
journey will surely slam the door shut and keep it securely barred. On the other hand, trusting Jesus
entirely will bring the surest rewards of an exemplary creative life.

!
Q. Why do you think that creative Christians are unusually reticent about engaging in the arts?
A: I cannot speak for everyone, but I can tell you what held me back, as well as share what I hear as a
refrain from Christian artists who have written to me. I, like most others, could not see a clear path on
how to engage in the arts. The art world has a certain aura about it; I knew I was like a fish out of water
in it. Then there was the giant Mammon mockingly assuring me that seriously dabbling in the arts
would be his kiss of death for any hopes I had of a prosperous future. It would be far better to stay away.
I would have bought into that line of reasoning except for the fact that I knew Jesus. My walk with Him
was already so radical. I knew from my own experiences that Jesus is brilliant, unpredictable, a
strategist without equal, marvelously creative and tirelessly faithful. If He promised me a creative future
of adventures beyond imagining, unfailing provision, boundaries of influence that continually expand
and a tomorrow that will always be far brighter than each day lived, then I saw no reason to be
concerned with either belonging to the art world or being approved, appreciated or affirmed. I also
reasoned that with Jesus, it was inconceivable that I would end up destitute as a starving artist.

!
Q. Why is Christian art treated with contempt as being trite, saccharine or repetitious?
A: Perhaps it is because artists who have dared to be known as Christian artists, which I feel is truly
commendable in this hostile post Christian era, find their safe niche markets primarily in literally
illustrating the accounts of the Bible. Illustrating the Bible can be wonderful if it is truly Spirit inspired.
Unfortunately, if the work is formulaic or predictable I suppose it could fall into the "saccharine"
category.
However, the lack of contempt by others is no litmus test for excellence as a Christian artist. Ultimately,
there is only one juror for all creative work. We serve before an audience of only one - Jesus. Often
work He commends may be received in the art world with contempt!

!
Q. What did you discover was hidden in the process of being creative that you believe will completely
revolutionize anyone who is creatively engaged, whether they are a poet, musician, dancer, song
writer or a visual artist?
A: The gift of creativity, regardless of the medium of expression, is like a seed. There is much that you
can do with it. You could toss it away, or plant, tend, prune and grow it. It is an act of faith in both the
Sara Joseph
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power of the seed, the ground that receives it and the God who makes it grow. I testify that with Jesus it
can be a completely fulfilling adventure. While that should seem self-evident for all Christians, it takes a
moment-by-moment living it out to fully experience the truth of it. The wonder of it is that you can
begin right where you are, with whatever little ability you perceive you have. Sow that and stubbornly
tend it until one day you will be in awe of how Jesus can magnify and multiply it to where it's humble
beginning is unrecognizable. Nothing about this is new or revolutionary, I merely testify as a
contemporary artist that He has proven Himself to me repeatedly in the media I work with – paint, clay,
words and ink.
Other stories are yet to be written by creators of multi media works, fabric artists, chefs, dancers,
actors… who dare to do the same.

!
Q. How will a Christian artist find support for their creative endeavors? Must they struggle alone?
A: No Christian is ever alone. We undervalue the One who is with us the most, the One who has
promised to never leave nor forsake us. He waits in every studio, in every quiet creative space…
patiently waiting to be engaged. Just the simple act of consistently turning to Him, listening for His
voice and obeying His instructions eliminates all struggle. It does even more; He filled me with
excitement, a sense of purpose and destiny, gave me clarity, resources, ability, insight and wisdom – all
of which I never possessed before I turned to Him in my "alone"ness. Any additional support is merely
icing on the cake. Who could ask for more?

!
Q. What does the future hold for the creative Christian?
A: I know that I have barely scratched the surface of possibilities for the future which is similar yet
unique for each artist. For me, a closer walk with Jesus and swifter obedience are the keys to my future.
I've heard it said that we ought to walk so close to our dear Rabbi that we stride in the dust of His
footsteps, on His path, oblivious to other routes or distractions, conscious only of sticking close enough
to not miss a word! How many of us treasure that proximity and can claim to be following that closely?
That is my objective. He will point me to the path, empower me with resources, ideas and opportunities
none of which I am aware of today. One day, if I stay the course, He will call me home to say "Well
done!" What a blessed future – one every Christian artist can easily aspire to!

!
Book Reviews can be found on Amazon and Goodreads
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